
Keep in mind CDC Social Distancing Guidelines and safe practice while you are being active.  Make 
sure you have permission from an adult family member before doing any activity.  Do not think that you 
have to do all these activities, they are just suggestions.  If you like to do something that is active and 
not on the list, go for it. 
 
Create and do a stretch routine 
Go for a run with a family member 
Go for a walk with a family member 
Ride a bike with a family member 
Ride a scooter with a family member 
Shoot baskets 
Juggle dribble a soccer ball or hacky sack (could use wadded up sock for hacky sack) 
Skateboard with a family member 
Freestyle dance to a song 
Create a dance routine/line dance 
Jump rope with a real or invisible rope 
Trampoline 
Create an obstacle course and time yourself doing it. 
Hula Hoop 
Create and do your own workout routine 
Create and use a frisbee golf course in backyard (might use items from around the 
house for this) 
Juggle scarves, plastic grocery bags or wadded up socks  
Pass and set volleyball to yourself 
Draw a hopscotch course with sidewalk chalk and play that 3 times a day 
Play follow the leader doing an obstacle course through your yard. Switch leaders 
every few minutes. 
See how many throwing things you have around the house and play catch with them 
Make up as many hybrid exercises as you can - example Plank- Jacks - feet do apart 
together while you hold a plank.  
Play R/P/S with a partner, winner picks the exercise loser says how many - both of you 
do the ex. 
Sock War - get all of your rolled up socks and play dodgeball with them - ( ask a parent 
first :) 
 
 
 
 


